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TAKOSHU 
�������	

TEL 06-6725-6145 ��������	
�

OPEN 10:00�22:15,10:30�15:00(1st and 3rd Sunday) 

CLOSE 2nd and fourth Sunday, holidays 

Semi ���	TEL 06-6721-2366 
��������
�	
��

OPEN 11:00�23:00 

The theme of This Times wants all students who go to Kindai university to know about the  

atmosphere around the school because many readers may have overlooked or not noticed a 

lot of shops.We chose four restaurants: they are friendly and make you want to go to them 

again.We hope this paper will help you find them and enjoy the many dishes they offer. 

 

Know an Atmosphere Around Kindai University 
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toppings of a single item. The shop faces the street 
leading from Nagase Station to University, and is 
located in a place where many students can easily 
visit the store, so if you're passing by, why not try 
it ? 
 

"Semi" is a popular seafood pork bone ramen shop located on 
Kindai street. There are a lot of choices on the menu such as 
tukemen that features of thick noodles and maze soba with a lot of 
ingredients that are in sweet and spicy. Among them, seafood pork 
bone soup the specialty of the shop. There are also a variety of 
toppings on the "special menu", and "special ramen" with three 
times the amount of roast pork, double of menma, Ajitama is the 
most popular in the store. There is also a "special tsukemen". It 
has good value menu since it is offered 300 yen cheaper than  

pork loin) has thick and juicy meat with crisp coating, 
and it is even worth getting in a long waiting line. 
Even mini size of Takoshu’s dish is as much as the 
standard size for the other restaurants, and what is 
more, upgrading to rice for large is free. For big 
eaters, you may order 1-kilogram size called “kilo”, 
or 1.5-kilogram size called “tera”. If you are getting 
tired of food in Kindai Street, this is the choice for 
you. 

Takoshu which located in approximately 260 meters east from Kindai is 
the restaurant of bowls and set meals. They offer various selections of 
food such as twelve types of rice bowls, thirteen types of set meals, and 
many other à la carte dishes like okonomiyaki (Japanese savory pancake) 
and yakisoba noodles. Sutakara-don is the most popular dish. It is a bowl 
topped with a sunny-side up egg, karaage (Japanese fried chicken), and 
fried pork with the shop’s original sauce. Furthermore, Tori-don and 
tonkara-don are also popular choices. Misoitame-teishoku set meal is 
popular for women. Rosukatsu-teishoku (a set meal with fried cutlets of 
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Along Kindai street, there are so many restaurants 
targeting Kindai students, one of these restaurants is 
called Curry café 7mm. The most interesting feature 
of 7mm is the customization of its curry. You can pick 
your own custom toppings for your curry, such as 
eggplant, spinach, fried dumplings, and ham cutlets. 
The most popular choice is curry with a chicken 
cutlet and cheese on top, and it is also the 
recommendation of the shop manager. They certainly 
serve good quality curry, but as much as curry, they 
have great pride in their rice. They use blended rice 

Curry café 7mm Hamarudo �����
��� ������TEL06-6753-8328 

OPEN11:30~14:30, 17:30~22:00 CLOSE Irregular holidays 
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�������� ������TEL090-9112-1685 

OPEN18:00~0:00 CLOSE Sunday, Monday 
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Do you know a shop called "Hamarudo"? It is a 
ramen shop located at an 8-minute walk from 
Kindai University. First, is the all-you-can-eat fried 
chicken and rice. It is a system that satisfies Kindai 
students, junior high and high school students in the 
neighborhood, and people working in factories. The 
ramen takes 20-minutes to prepare but is packed 
with a lot of charm. Combine this with the all you 
can eat fried chicken and you have a meal worth 
waiting for. Among them, is the "Iekei Shio 
Tonkotsu Ramen". You can also choose toppings for 
each dish. One server recommended adding kimchi 
to regular soy sauce maze soba and cheese to shio maze soba. Because it uses home-made 
noodles and sauce, the taste is good, and the repeat rate is high. So, if you are hungry and want 
a chance to experience a variety of creative dishes by all means stop by “Hamarudo.” 

with specific amount of water and flavored with turmeric spice which matches their curry well. 
Furthermore, 7mm has a very relaxed atmosphere with the low lighting and calm music. Why don’t you 
try 7mm’s curry and open your eyes to the world of spice? 


